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Introduction
When it comes to Google Shopping, most retailers still put their trust in 
desktop as the main conversion device, not mobile. 

But according to Google, 6 in 10 internet users in the US start shopping 
on one device, but continue or finish on a different one. 

Additionally, Google’s research shows that on average, mobile searches 
on Google Shopping trigger nearly two follow-up actions, whether that’s  
a purchase or a store visit, and 55% of these actions happen within  
just 60 minutes.

Generally, we take Google’s mobile ad research with a grain of salt. (After 
all, there is a bias that exists there for their products.) But this time, our 
AdWords data reflects this shift.

It’s time to stop underestimating the part mobile plays in the Google Shopping 
purchase funnel, and prepare for a full-funnel mobile shopping future.

In This Study We’ll Explore:

The evolution of mobile Google Shopping

Our data analysis of mobile performance year-over-year

The best strategy for retailers to boost mobile traffic and 
conversions on Google Shopping

1

2

3

6 in 10 internet users in the 
U.S. start shopping on one 

device, but continue or finish 
on a different one. 

https://adwords.googleblog.com/2016/07/new-cross-device-attribution-reports-and-benchmarks.html
https://ssl.gstatic.com/think/docs/creating-moments-that-matter-infographic_infographics.pdf
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Google Shopping Mobile Growth Timeline
Google Shopping may be less than 10 years old, but the mobile segment has changed dramatically since it’s inception.  
Here’s what’s changed since 2007.

2007
Froogle renamed Google 
Product Search This is the 
early version of Google 
Shopping featuring Product 
Listing Ads (PLAs), and it’s 
still free.

2010
Local Inventory Check for Mobile 
Product Search
Google Product Search gets local. 
Brick and mortar advertisers 
can feature their nearby product 
inventory.

2012
Google Product Search becomes 
Google Shopping. Advertisers must 
now pay to play on the Google 
Shopping network.

2014
• Google tightens up product feed specifications 
for Google shopping.
• Google requires advertisers to include apparel 
attributes for detailed product descriptions, 
mandatory character limits, better mobile 
landing page link policing, and image quality 
specs.

2015
Mobile Makeover
Google Shopping gets a significant makeover 
just in time for the holidays. Updates include 
added search filters for products, improved 
comparison shopping, and crowdsourced 
suggested searches.

2016
Google Shopping Bidding by Device
Advertisers can now adjust individual bids on 
tablets, desktop, and mobile.
Mobile Showcase Shopping ads for broad queries
Shoppers get more attractive and informative 
results by broad, non-brand query searchers—a 
clear move by Google to increase PLA engagement.

2013
• Local Inventory Ad Storefronts on Google
• Enhanced Campaigns
• PLAs become eligible to be seen on     
smartphones across the globe
• Advertisers across the world get access to    
Google Shopping.
• Expanded Google Shopping results on mobile 
• Larger images for PLAs, titles, and enables    
“swiping” for more information on PLAs.

http://mashable.com/2010/03/11/google-product-search-inventory-check/#14pcgIzxlZqO
http://mashable.com/2010/03/11/google-product-search-inventory-check/#14pcgIzxlZqO
https://adwords.googleblog.com/2012/12/google-shopping-promotional-credit-and.html
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Google Shopping Mobile &  
Tablet Trends
We examined Google Shopping (Standard Ads) AdWords data for 381 of our clients from Q1 
2014 to Q1 2016 to see the trends for mobile and tablet.

The Metrics We'll Cover:

Clicks Cost Per Conversion 

(CPCon)

Return On Ad Spend 

(ROAS)

Cost Per Click  

(CPC)

Conversion Rate  

(CR)

Impressions

Note: this data is a reflection of CPC Strategy clients and our proprietary strategies. These results may not reflect 

general marketplace trends from Q1 2014 - Q1 2016.
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Clicks

From 2014 - 2016 (Q1 2014 - Q1 2016), clicks for Google PLAs on mobile devices with full 
browsers increased by 389.7%. By comparison, tablet clicks on Google Shopping increased by 
just 57%.

The jump in clicks from Q3 2015 to Q4 2015 coincides with Google’s mobile makeover, 
indicating that the improved UX and SERP presentation for Google Shopping had a positive 
impact in the way these ads were seen and engaged with by users.

Q1 2014

1,549,686

2,980,739
3,672,639

4,408,413

6,325,586
6,702,634

7,566,819

8,702,054

12,629,007

14,598,134

1,731,975
1,898,093

2,402,468 2,318,176 2,340,273 2,326,313
3,102,938

3,445,429

Q1 2015Q3 2014 Q3 2015Q2 2014 Q2 2015Q4 2014 Q4 2015 Q1 2016

CLICKS (MOBILE & TABLET) Mobile Clicks

Tablet Clicks
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Impressions

Impressions for PLAs on mobile devices with full browsers reached a total of about 1.1 billion 
by Q1 2016, while tablet impressions hovered around 341 million. 

Again, this massive shift in impressions for mobile—a jump of about 667.67%—came around 
the time when Google made over PLAs for a better UX around the holidays in Q4 2015. 
 
This jump in impressions isn’t isolated to CPC Strategy’s clients. In 2015, Google reported that 
Shopping was growing 120% year-over-year, and predicted mobile would influence “more 
purchases than ever in Q4 2015”. Our data shows this assumption was correct.

Q1 2014

115 140 167

267 244 226 227

322 341152
218

282

426 430
488

669

1,106

1,166

M
ill

io
ns

Q1 2015Q3 2014 Q3 2015Q2 2014 Q2 2015Q4 2014 Q4 2015 Q1 2016

IMPRESSIONS (MOBILE & TABLET)
Mobile Clicks

Tablet Clicks

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/articles/holiday-shopping-trends-2015.html
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Cost Per Click (CPC)

Now for the big question—are mobile CPCs getting more expensive? Overall, the CPC on tablet 
increased from 50 cents in Q1 2014 to a high of 67 cents in Q4 2015 before dropping off to 
63 cents in Q1 2016. Mobile CPC, on the other hand, decreased by -7% from Q1 2014 to Q1 
2016, reaching a low of 25 cents. 

CPCs have plateaued, and at CPC Strategy, we’re noticing clients are getting more impressions 
and more clicks from mobile. This is likely due to the fact that Google is expanding ad 
inventory for Google Shopping ads on mobile devices. 

Here’s what we mean—on desktop, there are typically just six “boxes” advertisers can win. On 
mobile, shoppers can now scroll to the right to see up to 12 PLAs. We estimate our bids on 
these spots are keeping pace with Google’s mobile PLA inventory expansion.

Q1 2014 Q1 2015Q3 2014 Q3 2015Q2 2014 Q2 2015Q4 2014 Q4 2015 Q1 2016

COST PER CLICK (MOBILE & TABLET)
Mobile Clicks

Tablet Clicks

$0.28

$0.50 $0.50
$0.53

$0.58 $0.57
$0.61

$0.63 $0.63
$0.67

$0.27 $0.25 $0.26 $0.24
$0.27 $0.29 $0.29

$0.25
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Conversion Rate

In Q1 2014, tablet conversion rates were 2.6%, while mobile was 1%, and a gap was maintained 
between the two even through Q1 2016 (2.2% tablet, 1.6% mobile). 

These conversion rate numbers for mobile (conversions/clicks) may not seem high, but if  
you consider the role that mobile has been playing so far in the buying process—as an initial  
top-of-the-funnel research device—the conversion rate makes more sense.

Although numbers for conversions on tablet ended at a slightly higher conversion rate  
than mobile in Q4, CPC Strategy experts speculate that tablet is in decline from a  
Shopping perspective. 

“People are becoming more comfortable 

with shopping on mobile. This could also be 

due to the fact that it’s a little harder to go 

through the checkout process on a tablet.”  

- Josh Brisco, Director | CPC Strategy

Q1 2014 Q1 2015Q3 2014 Q3 2015Q2 2014 Q2 2015Q4 2014 Q4 2015 Q1 2016

CONVERSION RATE (MOBILE & TABLET)
Mobile Clicks

Tablet Clicks

1%
1.2% 1.3%

1.7% 1.8%
1.5% 1.5%

2.1%

3.1%

2.4%
2.6%2.7%

3.3%

2.6%
2.7%

2.6%

1.6%

2.2%
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Cost Per Conversion

Mobile cost per conversions dropped from $27.49 in Q1 2014 to a low of $15.56 in Q1 2016, 
while the tablet cost per conversions increased from $19.78 in Q1 2014 to $28.47 in Q1 2016. 

Q1 2014 Q1 2015Q3 2014 Q3 2015Q2 2014 Q2 2015Q4 2014 Q4 2015 Q1 2016

The point where mobile and tablets converge and ultimately end up on opposite sides of the 
scale is around Q3 2014, when advertisers tightened up their feed specifications to fit Google’s 
updated requirements. 

Overall, the lower mobile cost-per-conversion is in line with a decreased mobile CPC and 
an increase in conversion rates; further indicating that mobile is a good investment.

$19.78
$18.52

$22.43

$20.54

$17.86

$15.59

$21.22

$13.62

$18.14 $18.80

$26.06

$21.68

$14.22
$15.56

$28.47

$23.75

$19.53

$27.49

COST PER CONVERSION (MOBILE & TABLET)
Mobile Clicks

Tablet Clicks
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Return on Ad Spend

Mobile ROAS started at 208% (2:1) and ended at 441% (4:1), a 55% increase in return on ad 
spend, while ROAS for tablet decreased slightly to 323% in Q1 2016. 

Q1 2014 Q1 2015Q3 2014 Q3 2015Q2 2014 Q2 2015Q4 2014 Q4 2015 Q1 2016

441%422%

310%
351%

319%

419%

327%
370%

323%

385%

371%
337%

303%

220%208%

301%
327%

RETURN ON AD SPEND (MOBILE & TABLET)
Mobile Clicks

Tablet Clicks

As our internal expertise around isolating mobile traffic has grown over the past few years, 
we’ve seen a huge return on ad spend. In the future, as we gain more abilities to segment out 
mobile ad campaigns, we anticipate even greater returns.



Key Shifts In Mobile vs. Desktop
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Key Shifts in Mobile vs. Desktop
Prior to 2013, when you created a campaign in AdWords, you could choose the devices you 
were bidding on separately. 

In 2013, when Google introduced enhanced campaigns, advertisers had to combine mobile 
and desktop in the same campaigns using only bid modifiers to adjust them. When that 
change happened, it gave advertisers a lot less control on mobile-specific spend.

Now, we’ll see if that change had a significant impact on two financial indicators of 
success for retailers on Google Shopping:

Return On Ad Spend 

(ROAS)

Cost Per Click  

(CPC)

https://searchenginewatch.com/sew/how-to/2242069/google-adwords-enhanced-campaigns-the-good-bad-uncool
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Cost Per Click

As shown in previous CPC data, mobile CPC decreased to just 25 cents in Q1 2016. Desktop, 
on the other hand, remained relatively steady between 50-60 cents, averaging about 3x the 
cost of mobile CPCs in Q1 2016.

Unlike mobile, desktop CPCs are slightly increasing. 

Mobile is relatively cheap traffic, and this trend looks like it will continue. It’s a big opportunity 
for retailers who know how to isolate and make mobile traffic profitable. (More on actual 
strategies for mobile later.)

Q1 2014 Q1 2015Q3 2014 Q3 2015Q2 2014 Q2 2015Q4 2014 Q4 2015 Q1 2016

$0.53

$0.28 $0.27 $0.25 $0.26 $0.24
$0.27 $0.29 $0.29

$0.25

$0.55
$0.58

$0.61 $0.61 $0.62 $0.64 $0.65
$0.61

COST PER CLICK (MOBILE & TABLET)
Mobile Clicks

Tablet Clicks
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Return On Ad Spend

Mobile ROAS started off at 208% in Q1 2014, under half the ROAS of desktop, which was 548%. 
By Q1 2016, mobile ROAS was over halfway to the desktop ROAS mark.

Q1 2014 Q1 2015Q3 2014 Q3 2015Q2 2014 Q2 2015Q4 2014 Q4 2015 Q1 2016

RETURN ON AD SPEND (MOBILE & TABLET)
Mobile Clicks

Tablet Clicks

441%422%

311%319%

419%
371%

303%

220%208%

548% 529% 507%
576% 556% 537% 531% 513%

613%

Part of the rapidly closing gap in mobile and desktop ROAS could be due to Google’s additional 
PLAs in image searches and across the Search Partner network—even on Youtube videos. 

We expect mobile Google Shopping ROAS to increase as these additional ad spaces are 
rolled out.



Attribution For  
Mobile Shopping Campaigns
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Attribution For Mobile 
Shopping Campaigns
One of the drawbacks of past online ad strategies was a heavy reliance on 
last-click attribution.

However, it’s become more apparent that the perception of mobile traffic 
and the subsequent approach needs to change. Our client data shows 
that Google Shopping mobile campaigns do a great job of driving 
assisted conversions and assisted revenue. 

Now that Google is adding cross-device attribution reports and 
benchmarks, we believe this will show even more clearly.
 
To illustrate this, we examined the data from one of our clients, an apparel 
retailer. We looked at ad conversion data from a 30-day time frame  
(July 15, 2016 - August 15, 2016), and filtered by 2+ path clicks. 

“If you’re looking at mobile solely from a last-click standpoint, you’re going to  

sell yourself short. I call it a ‘swiss cheese’ strategy.”  

- Román Fitch, Senior Retail Search Manager | CPC Strategy

https://adwords.googleblog.com/2016/07/new-cross-device-attribution-reports-and-benchmarks.html
https://adwords.googleblog.com/2016/07/new-cross-device-attribution-reports-and-benchmarks.html
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What We Found For Mobile First-Click Attribution

This data suggests that mobile is a part of the initial research and broad query searches. Once 
these non-brand broad query searches are narrowed down by the customer, they’re more 
likely to directly search for a branded product—whether it’s on desktop or tablet.

If we had a short-sighted approach and evaluated mobile campaigns based solely on last click, 
we would most likely decrease their budgets because they don’t have great ROI, and lose out 
on a valuable part of the conversion path.

At this point, it’s still difficult to clearly see the path that buyer’s take from mobile to desktop 
and tablets or vice versa. However, it will become simpler now that Google is rolling out  
full-funnel attribution bidding and reporting to all advertisers.

Of the 1,524 conversions over 
a 30-day period, 539 (35%) of 
conversions on Shopping started 
on mobile devices.

In addition, we noticed 49 of the 
539 conversions started with a non-
branded mobile click on Shopping, 
but later converted via a branded 
click on any device. 

1,524
Conversions

Mobile Conversions

Desktop Conversions

Tablet Conversions

https://adwords.googleblog.com/2016/07/new-cross-device-attribution-reports-and-benchmarks.html


Strategy For  
Mobile Google Shopping 
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Strategy for  
Mobile Google Shopping
We’ve established that mobile CPCs have been declining, ROAS is getting higher, traffic is 
increasing, and mobile’s role in the purchasing process is becoming more transparent with 
Google’s changes to AdWords. 

As we mentioned before, Google is rolling out individual bid adjustments for mobile, tablet, 
and desktop—increasing our ability to target by device. 

Campaign Structure Analysis & ReportingBudgeting

Now we’ll discuss how retailers can get better at acquiring and converting mobile traffic, 
starting with three key items:

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/06/introducing-google-shopping-bidding-device/
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Set Up the Best Campaign Structure for Mobile

Now for the technical question—what’s a good basic campaign architecture and strategy to 
support traffic and boost ROAS for mobile?

First off, if you don’t currently have a structure in place so you can track performance by 
device. For instance, if you’re still using a regular bid modifier to adjust ad group or campaign 
level, or housing mobile, desktop, and tablet in one campaign—you’re missing out.

Another benefit of breaking out mobile campaigns vs. desktop and tablet is the ability 
to break out search queries independently. This is where CPC Strategy’s ISO™ strategy 
comes in.

ISO™ Strategy

To break it down simply, ISO™ is our team’s strategy to isolate certain segments of and control 
them differently within AdWords. You can segment your campaigns by device and brand (see 
“Device and Brand Segmenting below), queries, or whatever other segment matters to you.

Advertisers can use an ISO™ strategy to draw out mobile vs. desktop on Google Shopping and 
adjust the budget for each individually. 

In order to use the ISO™ strategy, your account must have the correct architecture. It 
must be segmented at the campaign level, as you can’t change priority settings at the ad group 
level, an important component of this strategy.

To dive deeper into ISO™ campaigns, 
check out our guide: Google Shopping 
ISO™ Campaigns

"Mobile traffic is increasing overall, 

and people are using their mobile 

device to buy even more. We’re 

getting more strategic in the way 

we target budgets and segments 

campaigns. And right now, we’re 

seeing better efficiency and ROAS 

because of ISO™." 

- Lewis Brannon,  Retail Search Manager  

CPC Strategy

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/04/google-shopping-iso-campaigns/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/04/google-shopping-iso-campaigns/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/04/google-shopping-iso-campaigns/
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Device and Brand Segmenting (DABS)

Device and brand segmenting is a variation of ISO™ that is especially powerful for original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs).

The DABs strategy hinges on a list of terms you would deem “brand” or “high value”. This strategy 
also involves combo of priority settings and negative keywords; the basic concept of ISO™.

Within one account, an advertiser may segment campaigns into a branded desktop shopping 
campaign, a non-branded shopping campaign, and mobile versions of both.

With the right segmentation, you will have more levers in place to control the bidding of your 
mobile campaigns, and will be more likely to see great results.

Budget for Mobile

The key is to scale with Google—not outpace it at the expense of your budget. 

Mobile may be poised to become a full-funnel conversion device, but we recommend sellers 
do two things to start, particularly for less experienced AdWords users:

Ensure your ecommerce site is mobile friendly (particularly fast-loading)

Start small—with 20-25% of your budget*

The order of these is important. Once you revamp your website and improve the mobile 
experience, start with 20-25% of your budget. Mobile ads can bleed your budget quickly, so it’s 
a good idea to start conservatively.
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Advanced AdWords Users

Assuming your website and ad campaigns are optimized, an alternate strategy would be to 
invest more heavily in mobile. 

People will likely convert in higher numbers on desktop, but that may be because they find 
your products via mobile, then go home and convert on desktop. 

"Sometimes it’s ok to run your mobile campaign at a worse ROI with the operating assumption that it’s 

going to turn into more orders on a desktop.” 

- Josh Brisco, Director | CPC Strategy



Final Thoughts
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Final Thoughts
To round it all up:

Mobile ROAS is on the rise, and CPCs are still reasonable

Now is the time to invest in mobile site optimization, a critical component to getting 
mobile traffic to be profitable

Use new attribution tool in AdWords to measure success on tablet/mobile/desktop

Use the separate AdWords bidding option (rolling out now)

1

2

3

4

"I think the conversion rate for mobile that’s creeping up year-over-year has a lot to do with the fact that 

people are finally realizing they need to invest in mobile-friendly sites and optimization, and that we as 

PPC marketers are just getting better at managing mobile.” 

- Josh Brisco, Director | CPC Strategy

"There’s more people searching on mobile, and they’re increasing their trust in converting on a mobile 

device. I think mobile will overtake desktop as the conversion revenue driver in the future." 

- Román Fitch, Senior Retail Search Manager | CPC Strategy



SCHEDULE MY EVALUATION

What Now?

Schedule Your Free Google Shopping Evaluation
CPC Strategy’s Google Shopping Evaluation is a complimentary 60-minute analysis and assessment of a retailer's existing  

Google Shopping campaign architecture, targeting settings, product feed, product pages, and profitability metrics.

We Turn Browsers Into Buyers

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/retail-search-audit/
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